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"Some people say that dreaming gets you nowhere in life. But 
I say you can't get anywhere in life without dreaming." 
—Rose Zadra

"Life is a series of natural and spontaneous changes. Don't 
resist them, that only creates sorrow. Let things flow naturally 
forward in whatever way they like." 
—Lao-tzu

"You cannot judge what should bring others joy, and others 
cannot judge what should bring you joy." 
—Alan Cohen

"The art of living lies less in eliminating our troubles than 
growing with them." 
—Bernard M. Baruch
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I am on a spiritual sabbatical in the Gulf of Mexico and today the sun has 
decided to hide behind the shady clouds above. I know it is still there 
even though I can't see it or feel its warm rays. The same goes with our 
Spirits. Like the sun, it is hidden, unseen, but that does not mean it is not 
thriving and actively guiding us every day. As  we grow older and lose 
touch with the power within us, we allow our senses to guide us, many 
times in the wrong direction. When we realize that we allowed ourselves 
to be guided carnally, we may find ourselves lost, or confused or in quite 
a pickle if you know what I mean. 

Sometimes, the predicaments we step into unknowingly are so complex 
that the only thing we can do is accept the fact that we misguided 
ourselves by allowing our Minds and Bodies to make decisions for us 
instead allowing our Spirits, which are unbiased, unjudging, coming from 
love and truth to lead the way. I spent a lot of energy and time trying to 
backtrack myself out of situations that were to my detriment. Healing 
from some of those situations have cost me things that are far more 
precious than a relationship that was never meant to develop, a job I 
wasn't supposed to take or a decision I wasn't suppose to make.

When I was taking a walk by the ocean yesterday afternoon, I found 
myself at one point speechless. I just stared and the massiveness, the 
power and the intensity of the water. The waves tirelessly bashed onto 

the shore, pushing past anything that got in the way. I was seduced by 
the sounds I heard and the awe of the mystery of it all. Even though the 
water was quite chilly even for Florida, I couldn't resist. It had been too 
long for me to be away from one of the most magnificent evidences we 
have that a God does exist. So I stepped into His creation. I walked in as 
if I was numb and had no nerve endings that could feel the chill of the 
water. I had my trusty raft and I just plunged in. Was it my Mind telling to 
do it? Certainly it wasn't my Body. My Spirit wanted me to be reminded of 
my the power I had within. It is the same power that moves the ocean 
waves. It is  the same power the colors the sky blue. It is  the same power 
that had created me. 

Back home in Colorado, in spite of the magnificence of the Rocky 
Mountains, it is the ocean that calms my soul and calls  me to myself. I 
made it past the sand bar where the water was breaking and jumped 
onto my raft. Immediately I submitted to the water. It felt so familiar. It felt 
like home. For a brief moment I realized how easy it would be to just let 
go and let the ocean set me free from the physical world and leave 
everything behind. For just a brief moment I wanted to just be one with 
God forever and leave my troubles behind. I laid my head down and 
closed my eyes. I must of been still for just a moment when my instinct 
for survival kicked in. I looked up to see where I was and realized the 
ocean was pulling me in so I stepped down to touch the ocean floor but I 
found no sand just more salty water. 

Athena Kapantas

The Power Within You



At first, I wasn't afraid but I did become alert. I did not choose that 
consciously it just happened. We are naturally designed to fight for 
survival if need be. So, I looked within and my Spirit made it clear that it 
wasn't my time to leave Earth and that I had to get back to shore so I 
began to kick. Instead of getting closer I found that the ocean wanted to 
make sure that I had learned my lesson about not testing God or Power. 
I kept getting drawn deeper and deeper. That is when my whole being 
came alive. I felt like an animal that sensed a predator had entered my 
lair. I furiously began to kick and paddle and with my Spirit leading my 
mind as my body followed, all three parts of me worked as one to thrust 
us onto the edge of a oncoming wave and I was literally carried all the 
way to shore where I was spit out onto the sand face first. I didn't know if 
should have laughed or cried or both. But, the message was clear. God 
was saying to me that it was not my time and I belonged right here.

The Power within us  is really outside of us  as well. We are connected to 
everything that surrounds our being. If you ever feel like you have lost 
touch with your spiritual guide, your inner voice, your true self, your 
Spirit, start by looking around you. If mountains are your gig then go 
there. Drive into the valleys, park your car and walk into the woods, in 
the forest, touch the ground and ask God to touch you back. Nature is 
God's one of God's most magnificent masterpieces and proof of His 
existence. The elements  that came together to create you can be found 
in sand, water, air, flowers, trees, soil. 

The key to staying in touch with your true self is to be "aware" of your 
surroundings and there you will find yourself. No matter what life brings 
even if it is death, your true self, the power within, your Spirit is eternal. It 
lives on in spite of everything. Live from there and you will find that you 
are less likely to lose touch with who you are, what you stand for and 
why you were put in this Earth. Learn to love that part of yourself even 
when it tells you to go in a direction you "think" or "feel" you shouldn't go. 
Only your Spirit is  untouchable and untainted. Our minds are 
impressionable and like computers can catch viruses, spit out useless 
jargon and lead astray. Our Bodies are the same. When someone says 
trust your instinct they really should be saying trust your Spirit. 

I thought I had to come to the ocean, to leave my home and my family 
and friends to reconnect my Spirit with the Creator. Now I know that I can 
go home and find that same connection there. I have no regrets mind 

you for "running away" for 10 days or so to an ocean. What I have found 
here in the majesty and beauty of the Florida seaside was me! And boy I 
was so happy to see me again! With many tears of gratitude I have sat 
by the ocean these thanking God that He had given me this chance to be 
reminded what lives within me. I can hear Him sending loving thank you 
back that I decided to listen and allowed the power within to be my guide 
to bring me back home to me.   ###

Copyright Athena Kapantas

Anthena writes:

I am the President of the SELF, INC. Life Program. I authored a 
Handbook about the Program about 10 years ago. So I dusted it off, 
added some insights that I have this  past decade and I am now 
committed to "paying it forward" by spreading the message that: "You 
need to love yourself first. Only then can you truly love enough to 
manifest significant PERSONAL SUCCESS in your life." I decided to 
become a writer of articles so I can perhaps offer up any insight that I 
have gained and continue to gain, as a student of life, on how to manage 
our personal worlds. Lastly, I want to be part of a community of people 
that are committed to personal enlightenment, that wants to be 
enlightened and wants  to help other people be enlightened, or just want 
to find the darn light, turn it on in our community and in the lives of 
others.  

At SELF, INC. Life Program we provide the highest quality of self-help, 
life management, self empowerment and spiritual coaching products and 
services to our clients who are seeking to manifest person success in 
their lives. E-Mail: athena@sel)inclifeprogram.com  

Champions aren' t made in gyms. 
Champions are made from something they 
have deep inside them - a desire, a 
dream, a vision. They have to have last-
minute stamina, they have to be a little 
faster, they have to have the skill and the 
will. But the will must be stronger than the 
skill.

  —Cassius Clay
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In the 1960s, parents  and teachers complained that the younger 
generation had less respect for authority than they did when they were 
that age. In the 1980s, parents and teachers  complained that the 
younger generation had less respect for authority than they did when 
they were that age. In the 2000s, well, you get the picture. Every 
generation has progressed more in the same direction because The Shift 
is dissolving the old habit of submission to authority.

Traditionally, organizations were run on hierarchies  of authority. In order 
to work within a hierarchy, you were expected to surrender your 
willingness to think for yourself and, instead, obey orders  without 
question. Human creativity was suppressed while such a structure 
encouraged people to be closed-minded when exposed to any new 
information or ideas.

People with open minds, on the other hand, can think for themselves and 
therefore become their own authorities. Being open to new ideas, they 
can awaken to creative, new solutions to challenges in their work and in 
their lives.

Once the human mind is free to think for itself, these new ideas and 
solutions can be gained from the three main stages of focused conscious 
awareness. These are:

1. Concentration. This is used to make a study and rational analysis of all 
available material.

2. Reflection. This  is the 
p r o c e s s o f d i g e s t i n g 
information, sleeping on it, 
and thinking it over on more 
than one occasion. It opens 
up the problem to more levels of consciousness than just the daily, 
waking consciousness. Each time the situation is examined, a more 
insightful overview is  obtained, leading to deeper and longer-lasting 
solutions.

3. Meditation. In this state of alert awareness, the full power of your 
intuitive insight can be accessed. In this state, your intuition senses the 
whole reality of the situation and delivers information which would be 
unobtainable by any other means. The deeper the meditative state, the 
clearer it becomes as to what the best solution can be.

Like all skills, meditation requires regular practice in order to become 
truly effective. A sudden crisis  in life can upset a beginner's attempts  to 
find a deep level of awareness. An experienced meditator, however, will 
have gained the experience to be able to bypass the emotional 
turbulence and still reach the desired, deep levels  of insight in order to 
find the most elegant solution.

It is very simple to become an experienced meditator. Make meditation 
your number one priority, each and every day. The Infinite Being 

Owen Waters
Be Your Own Authority



meditation technique is  one of many meditation techniques you can use, 
and it is a very powerful one. It can be found at: http://
www.in)initebeing.com/0405/ibmeditation.htm

As we pass through The Shift into the New Reality, we are learning to 
apply self-empowerment to all facets of life. Self-education and reflection 
mean that you can rely upon your own perceptions about what is best for 
you.

Traditionally, the medical establishment has been the authority on what 
is  best for your health. That is currently being replaced by self-education 
in nutrition and "alternative," or natural, health care.

Religious authorities are becoming ignored in favor of spiritual self-
education. Political authorities have been in a crisis of mistrust for so 
many years  that it will take a complete revival of standards and ethics to 
salvage the value of political representation.

When it comes to matters of authority, remember: It is better to be your 
own authority than to follow the crowd, wherever that crowd is being led.

Within you is all the insight you ever need to reach wise decisions about 
every challenge that you ever face. No one on the planet knows more 
than you about your needs, your situation and your potential to find joy in 
all of the aspects of your life.

Basically, it all comes down to these four words:

Be your own authority.   ###

This article was written by Owen Waters, author of 
the e-book, Discover Your Purpose In Life http://
www.infinitebeing.com/ebooks a paradigm-shifting 
revelation of unadulterated spiritual truth. Some 
books delve just so far into the truth. This one goes 
all the way!
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Tips for

 Conquering Your Procrastination Habit
From Success Coach Dr. Linda Sapadin

For info about success coaching and the       
“Six Styles of Procras8na8on” E‐Program 

www.BeatProcrastinationCoach.com
Visit 

Aim for Excellence, not Perfec8on
Perfection is defined as "being flawless," "the most desirable state 
that can be imagined."  Except perhaps in a simple multiple-choice 
test, perfection is difficult to envision, no less achieve. 

Excellence is  defined as "possessing superior merit,” ”remarkably 
good." This is  both easier to envision and more realistic to achieve. 
Striving for excellence is also more expansive. Who knows where 
your achievements will take you? 

Many highly successful people had no idea that they would be 
where they are now; they just worked hard and followed the 
opportunities. In contrast, striving for perfection keeps you 
measuring your work against some abstract standard that may be 
meaningful only in your own mind. 

Many perfectionists  were told - when they were kids - to "always do 
your best."  This sounds like good advice, but is often impractical. 
Given the limited time, energy, and resources of your busy life, 
you simply can't do your absolute best in everything. So, 
choose what to devote your time and energies too. Then, aim for 
excellence. Shy away from perfection.
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If there's one amazing thing we all have in common as human beings, 
it's the ability to create whatever experience we desire. Yes, we are truly 
amazing beings  with unlimited power and potentiality! We can instantly 
alter the way we experience something just by looking at it from a 
different angle. How you look at things changes what you're looking at. 
This  magical formula also applies to the way you experience you! The 
moment you believe you are a lovable person, you begin thinking, feeling 
and acting like a big ball of LOVE!

"If all you did was just look for things to appreciate you would live a 
joyous, spectacular life." ~Abraham Hicks

Another amazing thing about human beings is that each one of us has 
the ability to alleviate the struggle and suffering we've been carrying for 
years within a matter of minutes. Yes, in a few minutes you can shift out 
of any habitual experience and can even change it from being painful 
into very pleasureful. Once you get real with yourself and decide to stop 

being attached to your negative repetitive thought pattern then 
something very magical happens. The light bulb turns on and we realize 
we were actually perpetuating our suffering by believing in it. As soon as 
you let go of your attachment to a certain negative thought or feeling, the 
suffering changes, and the lightness of love comes flooding in. Whatever 
you focus on grows, so when you focus only on love, with love, you can 
only get love back in return.

"Become a possibilitarian. No matter how dark things seem to be or 
actually are, raise your sights and see possibilities - always see them, for 
they're always there." ~ Dr. Norman Vincent Peale

If all you did was practice accepting and appreciating yourself just as you 
are, and others as they are for 24 hours a day, you'd be very enlightened 
in a matter of weeks. When you practice loving and accepting yourself 
you are saying "Thank You" to all your faults, judgments, inner 
saboteurs, and problems inside. You are allowing them to be there as 
catalysts  for a higher love to grow in you. You are using life's fertilizer to 
help you grow and let your love blossom. Loving yourself allows you to 
feel connected to that greater infinite enlightening resource within you 
which calms any struggling parts inside you instantly. By loving yourself 
you become like the Sun, a tremendously powerful source of energy that 
radiates light for everyone to enjoy.

"When there is love in your heart, everything outside of you also 
becomes lovable." ~Veeresh

If you have difficulty loving you, then imagine that everyone you meet 
this  week honestly appreciates you just the way you are. What would it 
be like to live under this belief 24 hours a day for the next 7 days? No 
matter what they say or do, underneath it all, they deeply appreciate you 
just the way you are. I invite you to take on this self loving assignment 
and open your mind (and heart) to truly living this way for one week. 
What could it hurt? You might be surprised at how easy it is  and how 
good you are at it!

"Everything is in the mind. Knowing what you want is the first step in 
getting it." ~Mae West

As long as you are alive, there will appear to be opportunities and 
challenges in your life. It might even be a challenge just to be at peace 
with this  fact that you are very lovable. Yet, challenging situations arise 
for a reason, nothing is  by chance. Use everything to help make your 

How to
Increase your Love Vibration



heart open and your soul grow in learning about love. What matters  most 
is  you recognize each challenge as an opportunity for a deeper healing 
and growth to occur. Learn how to approach each problem with 
appreciation. Yes, that's right you can choose to be thankful for these 
"problems" because they are there to cause you to go deeper inside 
yourself and dive deep into the heart of your life.   ###

If you'd like to learn the secrets to manifesting your heart's desires without 
being attached to them, I recommend doing The Super Manifesting Program  
It will dramatically improve your ability to manifest anything you desire! It 
contains 12 manifesting meditations and 4 enlightening e-books with a 
plethora of manifesting techniques that will allow  you to discover that YOU 
are an infinite Soul who has absolute power to create anything you 
desire...and a whole lot more!
Download the 1st Chapter of the Manifesting Manual (19 pages). There are 
many techniques, secrets and manifesting tools contained within this 
manifesting program, which over the next 90 days will awaken the most 
powerful forces in the Universe that are deep inside you. An unlimited source 
of energy has been dormant up until now, "sleeping," waiting for the right 
moment in time to rise up magnificently throughout your being and ignite 
miracles in your life. Opening up this cosmic energy is not as difficult as you 
may think, yet is a metaphysical exploration that is more satisfying, loving, 
and empowering than anything you could imagine!

The Art of 
Non-Conformity 
Set Your Own Rules, Live 
the Life You Want, and 
Change the World

List Price: $14.95
Price: $8.97

By Chris Guillebeau
If you've ever thought, "There must be more 
to life than this," The Art of Non-Conformity is 
for you. 

Based on Chris Guillebeau's popular online manifesto "A Brief Guide to 
World Domination," The Art of Non-Conformity defies common 
assumptions about life and work while arming you with the tools to live 
differently. You'll discover how to live on your own terms by exploring 
creative self-employment, radical goal-setting, contrarian travel, and 
embracing life as a constant adventure. 
Inspired and guided by Chris's own story and those of others who have 
pursued unconventional lives, you can devise your own plan for world 
domination-and make the world a better place at the same time. 

"The Art of Non-Conformity is like a lightning bolt to the head. 
Read it and your brain will spark and sizzle." 
- Neil Pasricha, author of The Book of Awesome 

AVAILABLE NOW
BUY NOW FROM

Powered by
Bookstore
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The world is  at a crossroads. But, it has  always  been at a crossroad. 
Individually we are at a crossroad. But, we have always  been at a 
crossroad. Our choice has always been between Grace — or not. 

For the past few years, it appears that critical events have been directing 
us to choose Grace, Spiritual Perception, or else continue to experience 
increasingly tragic events. However, events have always directed us to 
choose Spiritual Perception. And for a time we do, and then habit takes 
over and we forget. The habit of thinking we are human, and not the Idea 
of God, once again directs  our daily lives. We stop listening until another 
critical event occurs. 

After every critical event, can’t you just imagine God saying, “Can you 
hear me now”? Can we? How big must the event be before each one of 
us decides to choose Grace? 

What does the choice of Grace look like?  It is  the choosing of a different 
perception, a different point of view, and a different road. Instead of 
looking at people, places, and things as we have always  seen them, we 
choose instead to see and treat them differently. We imagine, “What if 
this  person, place, or thing is  a symbol, an Idea of God?” What if we 
knew that to be true? How would we feel, how would we treat them? 
How would we live if we knew we were the Idea of God?

The Shift is now.  It is a shift of perception to what is real and eternal and 
away from the material and unreal. It is The Shift to Spiritual Perception. 

It’s a choice we all must make sometime. This choice is  individual, and 
cannot be made for another. However, as each person chooses to Shift 
to Spiritual Perception, it makes it easier for the next. If at this moment in 
time many people would consciously choose Grace and Love, the 
concept and perception of what the world really is would shift away from 
what appears as destruction, and towards the Truth of Being.

Choose now. Choose not to hate, but to love. Choose to stop magnifying 
what is  not working, but to magnify what is  working — to not discourage, 
but to support. This  choice occurs in everyday conversation with our 
loved ones, our work associates, and the people who serve us as we go 
about our daily lives. 

Choosing Grace is the moment-to-moment shift to magnifying Love in 
every thought, action, or deed. Sometimes it will look like quiet prayer or 
mediation. Sometimes it will look like actively helping another. Most 
often, it will look as if we are simply living our life, working, playing, and 
loving. What will be different will be our perception, and therefore the 
premise and basis of our thoughts and actions.  

Choosing Spiritual Perception, we will not be lazy and let our thinking 
drift to what is not working. We will be careful to not open the door to 
malicious suggestions  of evil. We will not be the tools of evil, but the 
instruments of Grace. We will actively look at each situation and see it 
through the lens of Truth. We will know in every moment that in Spirit and 
Truth there is  only Love.  We will know that God is good, and anything 

Subscribe To The Shift® Ezine And Free Email Courses Here 

Beca Lewis

www.becalewis.com

Percep&on Shi-ing Systems 
For The Spiritually Minded

Can You 
Hear Me Now?
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that appears not good cannot be God and we will give it no power by 
magnifying it through fighting it, discussing it, or being afraid of it. 

“What we perceive to be reality magnifies. Let us  all choose to magnify 
Grace.”  When we shift to the choice of Grace, we are shining light into 
every corner of our own minds, which in turn shines light into every 
corner of the world. As others catch a glimpse of that light, they in turn 
shine their light. This light will banish all darkness whether appearing as 
terrorism (individual or group), disease, hunger, fear, doubt, or any other 
symbol of darkness. 

This  choice brings each of us into the awareness that all there really is 
— is Good. The Shift to Spiritual Perception must happen sooner or later. 
Why not now? Then the answer to “Can You Hear Me Now”? is a joyful 
and grateful YES!    ###

A Parable
Buddha told a parable in a sutra:

A man traveling across a field encountered a tiger. He fled, the tiger after 
him. Coming to a precipice, he caught hold of the root of a wild vine and 
swung himself down over the edge. The tiger sniffed at him from above. 
Trembling, the man looked down to where, far below, another tiger was 
waiting to eat him. Only the vine sustained him.

Two mice, one white and one black, little by little started to gnaw away 
the vine. The man saw a luscious strawberry near him. Grasping the vine 
with one hand, he plucked the strawberry with the other. How sweet it 
tasted!

Zen Flesh Zen Bones: A Collection of Zen and 
Pre-Zen Writings (Paperback)

Compiled by Paul Reps and Nyogen Senzaki

When Zen Flesh, Zen Bones was published in 
1957 it became an instant sensation with an 
entire generation of readers who were just 
beginning to experiment with Zen. Over the 
years it has inspired leading American Zen 
teachers, students, and practitioners. Its 
popularity is as strong today as ever.
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A family went to its favorite park for a Saturday picnic lunch. While the 
three boys, William, Paul, and Michael, played together, running up and 
down the green rolling hills as fast as they could, Dad put the finishing 
touches on the meal while Mom put out the paper plates  on a checkered 
picnic tablecloth.

Suddenly, they heard the youngest child, William, cry out, as if in pain. A 
second later, they were dashing in the direction of the distant sound, 
unable to see any of the boys because the hills obscured any direct line 
of sight. When they arrived, they found Michael, the eldest, standing over 
William, who was lying on the ground whimpering.

“What on earth have you done to your brother?” the mother demanded of 
Michael. “I’ve told you time and time again not to pick on him!”

“But, I didn’t,” Michael protested. “That’s not what happened!”

“Well, then,” asked the father, “Why is he lying here crying like this if you 
didn’t hurt him?”

Michael paused and looked over at his middle brother, Paul, hoping to 
find some kind of support. Finding none, he gathered himself and 
answered:

GUY FINLEY
Step Out of the Rush 

and Into Relaxed Living



“We were all running up and down the hill, and while William was walking 
up, I was running down.” Michael looked over once more to Paul, but he 
could see Paul was actually enjoying the moment.

“And . . . ?” Mom and Dad asked at almost the same time, seeing that 
Michael was stalling for time.

“Well, I guess on the way down I ran over William . . . and that’s why he’s 
crying . . . but I didn’t mean to . . . honest!” said Michael.

“Then why did you trample over him?” asked the father in a tone that told 
Michael he wanted to hear the truth and nothing but the truth.

Michael paused to think over how to explain the incident and then, 
suddenly realizing exactly what had happened, spoke these words:

“I was just going too fast to stop,” he said, “and . . . well, William just got 
in the way. I’m sorry Dad. . . Mom . . . really, I am!”

We’ve all probably “run over” someone emotionally or hurt a friend, a 
loved one, or even a complete stranger while racing to get somewhere or 
do something “important.” And, like Michael, we regret it—most likely too 
late to do any good.

There may be no greater self-deception than the false notion that rushing 
through anything actually helps us in any way whatsoever. After all, if 
anxious thoughts and feelings had any power to deliver us  to a place or 
time where peace awaits, don’t you think we’d have gotten there by 
now? Let there be no mistake here:

When it comes to being in a hurry, what difference does it make how fast 
you can get somewhere when all you find there is the next thing for you 
to rush through?

The following nine lessons contain special insights  into the invisible 
pressure-filled states that cause human beings to run themselves 
ragged. The more clearly we can see that it’s impossible to reach a place 
of rest by rushing to get there, the sooner we’ll arrive at the true solutions 
that allow us to relax, slow down, and realize the relaxed pace of an 
inwardly liberated life. Study each of these lessons  separately, but see 
them as  telling one story whose happy ending goes something like this: 
You not only find the courage you need to step out of the rush, but you 
also awaken to a whole new order of yourself that gets  everything done 
without you doing yourself in!

1. Anyone who rushes through life always finishes last! This  is a 
truth unseen by the masses, but evident to those weary of going 
nowhere fast. You race as you do to escape the unhappiness you 
feel being where we are, running towards what you imagine will 
free you from that dissatisfaction. But such races are always lost 
before they begin because you can’t outrun yourself!

2. All forms of momentum are mindless, but never more so than 
when a mind—blinded by desire—runs after what it wants without 
any awareness of its action.

3. Patience is a great virtue whose cost is paid by becoming 
painfully conscious of what our impatience does to others.

4. The rush to judgment is a race that nobody wins!

5. Allowing the rushed state of another person to push you into an 
anxious state of mind is like letting the horse you’re about to ride 
convince you to wear the saddle!

6. You are well on our way to reclaiming your original fearless  Self 
when you find your source of peace and contentment in just being 
alive.

7. Rushing through life lends the one who habitually hurries  the 
feeling of being “important,” but loans such as these come at the 
high cost of always having to justify one’s unkindness—like when 
we have to convince ourselves that our impatience with others is 
a necessary evil along the way to that “greater good” towards 
which we think we run.

8. The main reason it’s wise to listen to one’s  own heart—whenever 
we can step out of the rush and remember to do so—is because 
there’s much more to be learned from the parts of us that don’t 
“speak” in words . . .than those that do.

9. The most important thing to remember whenever you find yourself 
in a mad rush is that what you are really trying to get to is a quiet 
mind . . . a peaceable state of self reached only by realizing there 
is  no place more empowering for you to be than in the present 
moment.   ###

(Excerpted from The Courage to Be Free, Weiser Books, 2010
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Affirmations
for Living Fearlessly   

Guy Finley

When I want authority over myself, more 
than I want the conflict that comes with 

trying to control the behavior of others, then 
I will know the command for which I long. 

You never lose by loving.              
You always lose by holding back.
— Barbara De Angelis
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“Guy Finleyʼs books have
 helped millions live fuller
 more peaceful lives.”
           —Barnes & Noble
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A COURSE IN
MIRACLES
WORKBOOK FOR STUDENTS

These weekly lessons are brought to Cultivate Life! members
by special arrangement with

FOUNDATION FOR INNER PEACE

Each week Cultivate Life! is presenting A Course In Miracles Workbook Lessons and accompanying commentary.

Lesson 12
I am upset because I see a meaningless world.
The importance of this idea lies in the fact that it contains a correction for 
a major perceptual distortion. You think that what upsets you is a 
frightening world, or a sad world, or a violent world, or an insane world. 
All these attributes are given it by you. The world is meaningless in itself.

These exercises are done with eyes open. Look around you, this time 
quite slowly. Try to pace yourself so that the slow shifting of your glance 
from one thing to another involves a fairly constant time interval. Do not 
allow the time of the shift to become markedly longer or shorter, but try, 
instead, to keep a measured, even tempo throughout. What you see 
does not matter. You teach yourself this as you give whatever your 
glance rests  on equal attention and equal time. This is a beginning step 
in learning to give them all equal value.

As you look about you, say to yourself:

I think I see a fearful world, a dangerous world, a hostile world, 
a sad world, a wicked world, a crazy world,

and so on, using whatever descriptive terms happen to occur to you. If 

terms which seem positive rather than negative occur to you, include 
them. For example, you might think of "a good world," or "a satisfying 
world." If such terms occur to you, use them along with the rest. You may 
not yet understand why these "nice" adjectives belong in these exercises 
but remember that a "good world" implies a "bad" one, and a "satisfying 
world" implies an "unsatisfying" one. All terms which cross your mind are 
suitable subjects  for today's  exercises. Their seeming quality does not 
matter.

Be sure that you do not alter the time intervals between applying today's 
idea to what you think is  pleasant and what you think is unpleasant. For 
the purposes of these exercises, there is  no difference between them. At 
the end of the practice period, add:

But I am upset because I see a meaningless world.

What is  meaningless is neither good nor bad. Why, then, should a 
meaningless world upset you? If you could accept the world as 
meaningless and let the truth be written upon it for you, it would make 
you indescribably happy. But because it is  meaningless, you are impelled 
to write upon it what you would have it be. It is  this you see in it. It is  this 
that is meaningless in truth. Beneath your words is written the Word of 



God. The truth upsets you now, but when your words have been erased, 
you will see His. That is the ultimate purpose of these exercises.

Three or four times is  enough for practicing the idea for today. Nor 
should the practice periods exceed a minute. You may find even this too 
long. Terminate the exercises whenever you experience a sense of 
strain.   ###

A Course In Miracles lessons 
brought to you by www.acim.org

Lesson 13 in the next issue 
of Cultivate Life! magazine

Lesson 12 Commentary
What upsets us is an empty slate, a canvas without paint; we can't resist, 
we have to paint our meaning on it, and when we do, what we see is 
frightening, sad, violent, or insane. We can't simply accept the world as 
meaningless and "let the truth be written upon it for you" (5:3); instead, 
"you are impelled to write upon it what you would have it be" (5:4). We 
can't allow God to give the world, and ourselves, our meaning; we want 
to make our own. The result is an upsetting view of everything.

This  idea, that what I think is upsetting me is  not really the cause of my 
upset (see Lesson 5 again), is  an incredibly useful one. It can work 
miracles in our experience. I recall the first time this really sank in. I had 
just gone through a disappointing exchange with my girlfriend, one in 
which I realized that she didn't want to spend time with me as much as I 
did with her, and she had an interest in someone else. I was feeling spit 
upon, put down, a second-class citizen; I was angry at her for not 
realizing what a prize I was and for making me spend my Saturday 
evening alone. I was miserable.

All of a sudden the thought came to me: "I'm doing this to myself; it isn't 
her." I thought of the song from My Fair Lady where Rex Harrison sings, 

"I was supremely independent and content before we met. Surely I could 
always be that way again…and yet." I realized that I was choosing to see 
her as the cause of my upset, but it was the way I was thinking about the 
situation that was making me miserable. If I wanted to, I could still be 
happy. It was a major revelation to me! I wasn't sure I liked it, to be 
honest, but my inner sense kept telling me, "This way lies real liberty." 
That was a big beginning for me.

Let the world be meaningless to you today. Don't be so quick to impose 
your meaning on it. Just let what is so be what it is, without any meaning, 
and let the Holy Spirit have a chance to write His meaning on it.

When your words have been erased, you will see His. That is the 
ultimate purpose of these exercises. 

There is  a Workbook-like saying given in the Text that runs along the 
same line:

When your peace is threatened or disturbed in any way, say to yourself:

I do not know what anything, including this, means. And so I do not know 
how to respond to it. And I will not use my own past learning as the light 
to guide me now.

By this refusal to attempt to teach yourself what you do not know [or to 
write your meaning on the blank slate], the Guide Whom God has given 
you will speak to you. He will take His rightful place in your awareness 
the instant you abandon it, and offer it to Him.

This material is copyrighted by Circle of Atonement

A Course in Miracles
Lesson commentary by
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Circle of Atonement
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Going With The Flow 
Imagine if you can, that we each start our days by walking down to the 
edge of a river, and that our method of transport for wherever we choose 
to go is a canoe or kayak.  As you imagine this, remember that this is a 
light-hearted, but very effective way for our minds to accept a different 
view of life as we see it, and how we experience it every day!

Because no two days are ever the same, what we find each morning is 
going to look completely different to how we saw it yesterday!  The size 
and intensity of our rivers  will vary greatly, depending on how we are 
feeling; what's going on for us; the weather; our emotional stability (or 
not); our beliefs about life itself; and all that stuff.

Some days the river will be flat and calm; and some days it will be 
roaring past with a rather steep slope to it, and suitable for white-water 
rafting, and thrill seeking in general.  It could even be scary!

Now here's the challenge: regardless of how peaceful or angry the river 
is, we've each got a choice to make about which direction we're going to 
paddle!  Now this might sound crazy, but this is what we do every day 
without realizing it.  We make choices to paddle with the flow of 
circumstances in our lives; or against them!

Choosing to paddle with the flow of life actually leads to dreams and 
ambitions being realized without struggle.  Paddling against the flow is 
downright hard work; frustrating; and often leads to what we perceive to 
be failure!

I remember the first time I was ever told to 'go with the flow', rather than 
resisting everything with a passion.  I pondered those few words of 
wisdom for quite a long time, and actually wondered what they really 
meant (?), and how that would really feel if it were possible in the first 
place (?).  I knew that the experience had been put there in front of me 
to teach me something, I just couldn't figure out what that was, at the 
time.

 Years passed, and then one day I realized that I had been paddling 
upstream for most of my life!

At that very moment I realized what 'go with the flow' really meant.  Up 
to that point it had been extremely hard work, to say the least!  The 
realization didn't create a sudden change though: no way - it took time 
to come to grips with what it all meant.  On reflection, I'm sure glad that 
it happened - and I was reminded this week of the whole principle of 
paddling with, or against the flow.

 So have a little think about how often life might be presenting an 
opportunity to you, but because it seems too easy, you turn away from it 
and paddle furiously upstream looking for some success or satisfaction 
elsewhere?  It doesn't have to be hard work!  It can be easy; and those 
things which we seek are often where we don't need paddles to reach 
them.

 Remember, the river's  state of being calm or a raging torrent, is all 
about how we're feeling.

And, our ability to 'let go and go with the flow', is about our ability to trust 
life itself!

 Regardless of what you're doing in life, please be aware of this 
principle ....

"The mind can't take you where your heart longs to go."  Debbie Ford

 Listening to, and actually following your heart, will allow you to go with 
the flow more often.

Also, learn to trust and rely on your intuition: 'cos it's  a marvelous way to 
make choices!   ###
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Three people, from three countries have each asked a question. 
Here are the questions and their answers.
Question 1: I am a 48-year-old male, suffering from depression. I am 
functional and have a job, but am troubled with negative thoughts. I 
would love to become more positive, but no matter how hard I try, I just 
can’t get started. What’s wrong with me? What can I do?

Before answering the first question, I would like to share some facts to 
point out why the subject is an important one. Although the rates of 
serious or clinical depression vary around the world, it has steadily risen 
in the United States, which had a three-fold increase in the last 50 years. 
In fact, if we compare the rate to that of the year 1900, it has increased 
by a factor of approximately 10 times!

No doubt the pressures of modern society are severely damaging those 
who are not prepared, and it points out the need for a positive outlook. 
To get a clearer picture of the turmoil Americans are facing, consider 
these facts: in the last 50 years  the divorce rate has doubled, teen 
suicide has  tripled, violent crime has quadrupled, the prison population 
has quintupled, the number of babies born to unmarried parents  has 
sextupled, and the number of couples living together without marriage 
has increased sevenfold. With all of these pressures, it is hardly 
surprising that depression is on the rise.

Answer 1: If you are stuck and can’t get started, you first need to work 
on your depression. You need the help and guidance of a brilliant mind 
who has been where you are now, has cured himself, and is willing to 
teach you how to the same. Luckily, help is close by. I’m referring to a 
book written by the renowned economist Julian Lincoln Simon 
(1932~1998), former professor of business administration at the 
University of Maryland and a Senior Fellow at the Cato Institute. 

Professor Simon suffered from a deep, dark depression for 13 years. But 
spurred on by his  curiosity and fascinated by new methods of treatment 
for depression, he immersed himself in the study of Cognitive Behavioral 
Therapy, refining it by adding his own method of treatment, which he 
called Self-Comparisons Analysis. Once he applied his own method, he 
cured his depression in just a few weeks, and remained depression-free 
until his death.

I’m asking our reader to awaken his curiosity and read, apply, and 
practice the principles outlined by Professor Simon in his outstanding 
book. To whet our reader’s appetite, here are the comments of someone 
who read the book: 
"I was skeptical. Author Simon somehow cured his chronic depression 
with a new mode of thinking? How can that be possible? I read the raves 
about this  book and figured, what the hell, worth a try. I have suffered 

Chuck Gallozzi
3 People, 3 Countries, 3 Questions



depression for nearly 50 years, although never the suicidal, 
dysfunctional, weepy kind that leads  to withdrawal from life or suicide. 
Julian Simon examines the type of thinking the depressed do, and the 
kind of messages they repeat to themselves. Yes, I, too repeated such 
messages myself, again and again silently. He explains what to do 
instead - and I'll be damned - it worked. It is not "jolly thinking," nor a 
mantra. It is a different way of messaging yourself, not necessarily 
positively, but not in the way depressed people think or talk to 
themselves. And it works, and quickly. I still have the tendency to sink 
toward depression, but I can now immediately intercept and disrupt a 
depressed mood before it develops. For me and many others, this book 
is  indeed a miracle." (M. Harmon, National Security Consultant, Oak Hill, 
VA, United States)

Here’s the book, “Good Mood” by Julian L. Simon, Open Court 
Publ ish ing Company, 1993. I t is avai lab le here : http://
astore.amazon.com/cultivatelife‐20/detail/0812690982

If you cannot afford the book, you can read it for free online: 
http://www.healthyplace.com/depression/good-mood/good-mood-
sitemap/menu-id-1341/

You can also download the book for free, by going to the same web page 
and clicking on the left-hand menu where it says Download Chapter (it’s 
not a chapter, but the entire book).

Our next question comes from a 28-year-old accountant who has been 
working in a large corporation for the last 3 ½ years. I will call him Harry 
and this is his question:
Question #2: I am a firm believer in working hard and achieving goals 
and come from a business family. You once said that success comes 
from hard work, not luck. But we have a few managers  in our company 
who never had a senior position before and are protected by the General 
Manager. They are paid big salaries, receive better bonuses, and are 
allowed to do whatever they want.  Do you call that hard work or luck?

Answer #2: Harry, your description of the managers reveals resentment 
and envy. To get the most from life, we need to ask the right questions. 
Let me start with a question for you. What do you want from life? Isn’t it 
to be happy and successful? Well, then, here’s  my next question. How 

does being resentful and envious help you become happy and 
successful? How does it help you to get along with others (which is 
necessary for success)? I’m afraid, Harry, you are asking the wrong 
questions, and it is  precisely because many others are doing so that I 
recommended the book, Change Your Questions; Change Your Life. Get 
the book, Harry.

At a time when so many are losing their jobs, how on earth can you be 
complaining? Aren’t you grateful to be employed, have a good job, be in 
good health, and live in a growing economy in a country that is at peace? 
You should be filled with inspiration and aspiration, not desperation.

At times, people become confused with the differences between good 
judgement and being judgemental. Good judgment, such as asking 
the right questions, advances us toward our goals of success and 
happiness. Good judgment is  based on reason; it is  rational behavior. On 
the other hand, when we are judgmental, we abandon reason and act 
emotionally. We become reactive and erect barriers  between ourselves 
and those we are judging. By separating ourselves from others, we 
separate ourselves from power, opportunity, success, and happiness.

Harry complains that the managers  “are allowed to do whatever they 
want.” Is that what Harry wants, to be able to do whatever he wants? 
That’s funny, I thought that the purpose of work was to increase our 
knowledge, gain social skills, contribute to our company and society, 
solve problems and overcome difficulties, develop character, and 
develop self-discipline (a major key to success). By the way, isn’t self-
discipline the opposite of doing whatever we want?

Harry, instead of observing what the managers  are doing, why not study 
what hard workers (in your company or elsewhere) are doing. Learn from 
their example and become a role model for others. The key is to search 
for ways to improve your life, not for people or situations to blame or 
complain about. Those who follow choose to improve themselves are in 
control of their lives, but those who choose to complain, allow 
circumstances to control them.

On the same subject, here’s what George Bernard Shaw (1856~1950) 
had to say, "This is the true joy in life, the being used for a purpose you 
consider a mighty one, the being a force of nature, rather than a feverish, 
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selfish clod, of ailments and grievances complaining that the world will 
not devote itself to making you happy." 

To all our readers, do not underestimate the power of questions. When 
NASA discovered that ballpoint pens would not work in zero gravity, they 
asked themselves, “How can we design a pen that will write in zero 
gravity, upside down, underwater, on virtually all surfaces, and at 
temperatures ranging from below freezing to 300 Celsius?” They solved 
the problem, but at what cost? It took them ten years and 12 billion 
dollars to succeed. Compare this with the question the Russians asked 
themselves, “What is  the fastest and least expensive way for us  to write 
in zero gravity?” Their solution? They switched to pencils!

Returning to Harry, It is  now time to ask yourself, “Will I continue to do 
the same things and get the same results, or will I change my questions 
and change my life?”

Question #3: The third question comes from a 17-year-old lady. Like our 
other writers, she wishes to make the most of the precious gift of life and 
is  interested in personal development and achievement. However, she 
sometimes can’t help wondering, “What’s the point of it all?” That’s her 
question.

Because she is  very bright, all she needs is a gentle nudge in the right 
direction, so I will keep my answer short.

I’ll start with a hint. Don’t ask yourself, “What’s the point of it all for me?” 
For if you do, the answer will appear clouded and unclear. Rather, ask 
yourself, “What’s the point of it all for others?” This question will help the 
clouds to disperse. That is, ask yourself why does the world need you 
and how can you help.

Next, since our reader is a student and used to studying, I am 
recommending two books. They are designed to guide her along the 
correct path, answer her questions, and inspire her. The first book is 
Change the Way You See Yourself: Through Asset-Based Thinking by 
Kathryn D. Cramer and Hank Wasiak, Running Press, 2008. And to 
encourage her to get the book, here is a review by a reader:
“I am new to the concept of Asset-Based Thinking and boy am I glad I 
happened upon this book!  It is - quite simply - a must read for everyone. 
Entrepeneurs, teachers, parents, managers, executives, stay-at-home 

mothers, coaches, teenagers, etc.  The ease of the book is what first 
drew me to it ... the option to simply open at any point in the book and 
glean some sage suggestions and advice. Or reading front cover to back 
cover. The photos, the exercises, the impact. Just amazing!” To learn 
more, visit: http://astore.amazon.com/cultivatelife‐20/detail/0762432845

There is also a version of the book specifically written for teens: Change 
the Way You See Everything Through Asset-Based Thinking for Teens 
by Kathryn D. Cramer and Hank Wasiak, Running Press Kids, 2009. I 
suggest our young reader look at both versions and decide which is  best 
for her. To learn more, visit: http://astore.amazon.com/cultivatelife‐20/
detail/076242723X
The second book is to awaken our reader’s hidden power, by revealing 
the magnificent being she really is: Internal Power - Seven Doorways to 
Self Discovery by Harold W Becker, White Fire Publishing, 2008. To 
learn about it, visit: http://astore.amazon.com/cultivatelife-20/detail/
0979046017. Also, I suggest our reader explore the vast amount of 
information and tools available at http://www.trans4mind.com/.   ###

Chuck Gallozzi lived, studied, and worked in Japan for 15 years, 
immersing himself in the wisdom of the Far East and graduating with 
B.A. and M.A. degrees in Asian Studies. He is a Canadian writer, 
Certified NLP Practitioner, Founder and Leader of the Positive Thinkers 
Group in Toronto, speaker, seminar leader, and coach. Chuck is a 
catalyst for change, dedicated to bringing out the best in others, and he 
can be found on the web at:

http://www.personal-development.com/chuck-gallozzi-articles.htm
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Jane Goodall
Who Is Jane Goodall?
Jane Goodall, PhD, DBE, one of the world’s most famous scientists, is  known for her 
landmark study of chimpanzees in Gombe National Park, Tanzania. Today, Dr. 
Goodall devotes virtually all of her time advocating on behalf of chimpanzees and the 
environment, traveling over three hundred days  a year. She is also a humanitarian 
and founder of the Jane Goodall Institute and its global youth program, Roots & 
Shoots. In 2002 UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan appointed Dr. Goodall to serve as 
a United Nations Messenger of Peace, and in 2007 she was reappointed by 
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon. www.janegoodall.org,  www.rootsandshoots.org

      Five books that impacted Jane’s life:
      The Story of Doctor Dolittle, Hugh Lofting 
      Tarzan Lord of the Jungle, Edgar Rice Burroughs 
      Animal Liberation, Peter Singer 
      Silent Spring, Rachel Carson 
      Man’s Search for Meaning, Viktor Frankl

Insight from Jane Goodall:
“So many problems: habitat destruction, poverty, pollution, population growth, over 
consumption, global climate change, ignorance, cruelty, hate, war. People feel 
helpless and so do nothing.
We have extraordinary brains yet we are destroying our planet. We ask how major 
decisions will affect the next shareholder’s meeting, disregarding the fate of unborn 
generations. There is, it seems, a disconnect between the clever brain and 
compassionate heart. We must become whole again.
We must realize that each of us makes a difference, every single day. We must buy 
ethical products, support socially and environmentally conscious politicians, walk our 
talk. Together we can change the world.”
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Affirmations alone don't work. Almost everyone has heard of positive 
thinking being a key to success. You are to start out repeating 
affirmations or trying to catch your negative thoughts  and re-phrase them 
to a positive outlook. When your life doesn't change quickly, you quit. 
You tell yourself it doesn't work.

What you may not realize is that your sub-conscious is a little voice 
inside you that's telling you the affirmations are wrong. It's all a lie. You 
know better. You're not wealthy and never will be. Money is hard to get. 
You're fat and doomed to stay that way. Or any number of negative 
things that contradict the affirmation.

This  diminishes or even completely cancels your efforts. And you may 
not even be aware of this little voice. But it is  this voice that holds you 
back.
This  voice comes from beliefs that you hold that you may not be aware 
of. It could be some hidden belief like being rich is  evil. Do you know the 
saying "Money is the root of all evil"? That could be where your block 
comes from. Or maybe you have a belief that rich people are selfish and 
feel that being selfish is something to avoid at all costs.
If you are trying to lose weight by repeating "I am thin and healthy" when 
you are far from "thin and healthy". You won't believe in the affirmation. 

In fact, it can boomerang right back and the negative thoughts come 
back stronger. This is similar to what happens with yo-yo dieting.
Now positive thinking can work. But you need to be able to believe in the 
affirmation. Tone down that affirmation until it is  something you can 
believe in. Something that little voice can't argue with too much. Then 
change it little by little.
Here's a possible progression for weight loss:
* I am building a desire to be thin and healthy.
* I will like my healthy body.
* I will enjoy the increased activity.
* I am working to become healthier everyday.
* I can picture my new body and I'm pleased with it.
* I work diligently to be healthy.
* I eat mostly vegetables and feel satisfied.
* My level of activity is increasing and I enjoy it.
* Exercise is great.
* My muscle mass is increasing.
* My body is well toned.
* I am thin and healthy.

Here's a possible progression for increasing wealth:
* I know of people who are wealthy and still nice, thoughtful and 
generous.

Natalie
Johnson

www.thoughtful-self-improvement.com

Beyond Positive Thinking to Positive Believing!
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* I can learn what I need to increase my wealth.
* I am as smart as wealthy people and opportunity will come my way.
* I am looking for ways to increase my wealth.
* I expect opportunities to come into my awareness.
* The world abounds with opportunities and there are some for me.
* I will recognize the perfect wealth creating opportunity for me and take 
it.
* Prosperity lies just ahead.
* Money is flowing my way.   ###

Natalie has gone from welfare and depression to wealth and happiness 
by changing her thoughts and is dedicated to helping others  improve 
their lives by breaking down the barriers  that they have inside 
themselves. See her writings at www.thoughtful‐self‐improvement.com

Eastern Wisdom 
by Richard A. Singer Jr.  

www.RickSinger.ky
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“It is no measure of health to be well adjusted to a profoundly sick 
society.”     

—Chinese saying

Meditation
Adapting to societies delusions will certainly limit your 
experience of life.  The false beliefs and conditioned states will 
leave you trapped in the cage of your mind.  You will endlessly 
chase your desires with no sense of fulfillment.  One after another 
creating a cycle of despair.  This is the diseased society that we 
live in.  Fortunately we always have the option of liberating 
ourselves from this turmoil and discovering the freedom that lies 
within.  This freedom is found within our soul and is eternally 
available; we must simply make the decision to access its infinite 
power.

Real Life Application
It is very important to consciously appraise the path you walk 
each day.  Do you follow society’s guidance without questioning 
its validity or are you tuned into the voice of your soul which 
always speaks the Truth?  To live what everyone else calls 
“normal”  may be a life lived in constant illusion.  Set aside 
society as well as your ego and align with Universal Truth and 
you will then experience genuine living. 

PONDER
a moment

Indeed, to some extent it has always been necessary and 
proper for man, in his  thinking, to divide things up, if we tried to 
deal with the whole of reality at once, we would be swamped. 
However when this mode of thought is applied more broadly to 
man's  notion of himself and the whole world in which he lives, 
(i.e. in his world-view) then man ceases to regard the resultant 
divisions as merely useful or convenient and begins to see and 
experience himself and this world as actually constituted of 
separately existing fragments. What is  needed is a relativistic 
theory, to give up altogether the notion that the world is 
constituted of basic objects or building blocks. Rather one has 
to view the world in terms of universal flux of events and 
processes.

—David Bohm
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If you are tired of your life; if you would like to just walk away from it (not 
by doing away with yourself, but by switching to another kind of life); if 
your life seems faded and lacking in interest; if the main way you have of 
getting any adrenaline going is  by going out to buy something new, or by 
partying, or getting another deal that fattens the balance in your bank 
account, or by having a few more drinks, or a few more snorts, or by 
getting a divorce and finding a new, more exciting partner, so that your 
life feels  more exciting (for a time), or by moving to a new city or new 
country, or by having another child (or adopting one), or giving your 
name (but not your soul) to yet another charitable organization; if you 
find no real meaning in your life; in fact: if it seems to you that you really 
never - at any time - felt as  though there was a real meaning to your life, 
then pay attention closely.

All of the above is giving you a big message. In a way it's as though you 
had a loving older sibling looking over your shoulder and tapping you on 
the arm saying: don't you want more than this? The message you are 
getting by the way you feel (and the word feel is  germane to the whole 
significance of this article), is hugely important.

But we tend not to pay too much attention. Especially if our lives are 
more or less running smoothly. So we tell ourselves that the way we are 
feeling is  nonsense. Perhaps you have a great job and a good marriage. 
So how could it be that you feel so tired of your life? It could be that the 
job, good as it is, means nothing to your intrinsic self, and you feel no 

real connection with your partner. So although things are good, i.e. you 
have a great salary, are due for a promotion, great health benefits and 
pension fund, every morning when you get up and go to that job, you 
have to force yourself to go there and not drive elsewhere instead. 
(Where elsewhere? We'll get to that in a bit). Or your partner is  loving, 
and caring, and you have a couple of great kids together, you don't 
quarrel, and there is no obvious reason for you to feel as though the 
relationship isn't alive, but it isn't. You two just are not connecting.

So, as I said, we tend not to pay too much attention to the way we feel 
under such circumstances. But this way we feel comes directly from 
somewhere inside of us, as  said, as though it were a loving older sibling. 
But it's not. It is our intuition.

In another article about the subject I wrote: "This  voice inside of you ... 
that so often you pretend not to hear. This knowing inside of you ... that 
so often you ignore. This knocking at your inner door ... that so often you 
turn away from. This thing that pursues you over and over again, talking 
to you, making you think about whatever it is  that you continue to turn a 
deaf ear to, this thing is your intuition and your connection to the divine."

"But why is intuition our connection to the divine? What is the divine? Is  it 
not the eternal part of each of us? Is it not the part of us that connects us 
not only to all others, but also to all creation? And if that is so, then isn't it 
logical (if I may use such a word in such a context) that somewhere 
inside of each of us there must be a connection to this divine part?"

So going back to the initial question of this article: are you tired of your 
life? - I posit that you might recognize that there is a strong connection 
between the feelings you are having that keep insisting that your life is 
not as it should be, and the desires  of your soul. The desires, that if they 
were fulfilled, or we could say, that if you were on the way to fulfilling 
them (even just at the very, very, very beginning of that way), would give 
you much satisfaction; would give much meaning to your life, and would 
mean, that you would no longer be tired of your life. Quite the contrary ... 
you would be filled with adrenaline, excited, stimulated, and all those 
good things that currently you only achieve via superficialities, and 
whose effect never lasts long enough. 

And in another article about the subject I wrote this: "Our intuition, our 
bodies, the state of our health is often the path to greater understanding, 
healing and growth. Since neuroscientists have discovered that we have 

Ph.D., 
CHT

Gabriella 
Kortsch

Are You Tired 
of Your Life?



more than one brain, the second one being in our intestine and the third 
one in our heart (both of these areas contain a vast number of neural 
cells that feed the brain with information, which the brain then processes 
in order to make decisions), we can say that our “gut” feelings, or our 
“heart” feelings told us to behave in a specific fashion. 

There is a beautiful quote by Jalal ad-Din Rumi that goes like this:

When you do things from your 
soul, you feel a river moving in 
you, a joy.

Isn't it true that when your soul is 
allowed to be your guide, you feel 
joy within? You almost don't even 
have to know what it is that your 
soul is  guiding you towards, if you 
allow yourself to be steered by the 
joy you feel inside when you are 
moving in that direction.

Somehow you know, if you ever 
listen to any of this type of 
dialogue with yourself (and I know 
that many people are not used to 
doing this, despite the fact that it 
is  in actual fact very simple), when 
you are not on the right track, 
because you feel a twisting inside, 
a lack of joy, you feel that 
something is not right.

We're not talking here about 
ethics or morals or doing charity 
work or anyth ing a t a l l in 
particular ... because the music of 
your soul - as Rumi refers to it - 
may let its  melodies be felt in any 
kind of activity or thought or 
reaction or behaviour. What is 
important is that there are certain 

activities or modes of behaviour that make you realize that the river no 
longer moves within you, the joy no longer flows, just as there are other 
activities or behaviours that create precisely the opposite feeling.

What if there is no joy within, what if you feel as though there is no 
connection to the moving of that inner river?

If you are aware of it, you have already come a long way ... more than 
many. Even if all you are aware of is  the lack of joy. So then you could 
start listening to your inner voice, your intuition, a small step at a time, 
exploring, searching, to find out what gives you joy. Perhaps you could 
try doing the opposite of some of the things that you do but that don't 
allow you to feel the river within.

When you do things from your soul, when you have that connection, 
when you pay attention to the joy inside, you are on the road to the place 
you meant to go to when you came here.

When you do things from your soul, your life has meaning, you feel a 
connection in your relationships, and you feel a river moving in you, a 
joy.   ###

Dr. Kortsch holds 
a d o c t o r a t e i n 
psychology and 
dedicates herself 
t o i n t e g r a l 
coaching, clinical 
h y p n o t h e r a p y , 
r e l a t i o n s h i p 
c o a c h i n g , a n d 
energy techniques. 
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Listen to your partner with your eyes as well as  your ears. Eyes are the 
doors to the heart.    ~Janvrin & Selleck.

It's no surprise really. We all know quite implicitly that our eyes are often 
the giveaway to what we're really thinking. Like the times we doubt our 
confidence and can't keep eye contact with the person we feel inferior to 
or threatened by.

Body Language
It is  incredible how even the slightest difference in facial gestures can 
promote vastly different visual cues as to how others see us, and indeed, 
how we even see ourselves.

Generally speaking, lots of conversational eye contact is  associated with 
"liking" responses. It implies friendliness and trust.

Attention and Listening - Do it for Mirroring
But there's more regarding our attention and listening. If we actually look 
into the eyes of people we communicate with, especially as  we listen, we 
engender success - we "see" what they're saying to us, and they see 
that we see. This inspires double confidence.

And again, we know that we can pretty well accurately determine 
people's approaches to us via their eye contact with us; we know this 
when they "rate" our eye contact and then respond to us  in their body 
language, instinctively, positively or negatively, according to how they 
believe we're responding. We mirror each other.

Listening - the Tough "Heart" Skill
Listening, I think we all know, is a tough skill to master. This is mostly 
because we do actually listen with our hearts - we either want to listen or 
we don't. There's hardly any middle ground. And when we don't want to 
listen - because we don't have the time, energy or inclination etc - we 
communicate subliminally in a myriad of ways our lack of interest.

And because the 'eyes have it' as  far as the heart to listening is 
concerned, if we want to communicate and we're serious about heeding 
what our partners  are saying to us, we should listen very intently with our 
eyes.

Practicing Eye Contact
Fortunately, this  can be trained into us manually, and with continual 
practice we can actually act ourselves into thinking differently, girding our 
hearts externally. Perhaps we need some prompts to remind ourselves.

If we're wise though, we'll see the importance of what our mates are 
saying to us. Is there possibly a more important person to listen to?   ###

Steve’s Blog Steve Wickham
Eyes—The Best "Listening" Tools—

What Are Your 
Eyes Doing?

Steve Wickham is a Registered Safety Practitioner (BSc, FSIA, 
RSP[Australia]) and a qualified, unordained Christian minister 
(GradDipBib&Min). His blogs are at: http://epitemnein-epitomic.blogspot.com/ 
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When I hear the word abundance, the very sound of it entices me with 
the promise of a life well worth living. It speaks to me of existence that 
suffers neither shortage of talent nor the opportunity to express it. It is a 
dream whose reality helps to unlock the pursuit of other dreams.

In many ways, abundant living is the antithesis of how we have come to 
experience life. Earning income, protecting and insuring our 
possessions, keeping an eye out for the latest discounts, strict budgeting 
so that our daily needs are met, careful planning for our future or 
perhaps that of our children, and a myriad other similar activities easily 
overwhelm us and consume a great deal of our time. While we may see 
them as important – indispensable even – they are nevertheless burdens 
that we wish we could dispense with.

The promise of abundance is not limited to material aspects of our 
existence. Abundance of inspiration is  a dream-come-true for anyone 
who wishes to engage in artistic self-expression. Abundance of insight is 
a prized commodity for anyone who partakes in problem-solving 
activities. Abundance of love, caring and compassion is an ideal that we 
strive for; we may even see it as synonymous with human life lived at the 
height of its potential.

But how do we experience abundance? If the feeling of abundance is 
what we are after, how do we realise it?

A common approach – one that I have attempted myself – is to try to 
experience abundance by possessing it. To do so, we accumulate things, 

the possession of which satisfies  our idea of what it means to be 
abundant. This  is a relative concept – how much we need to accumulate 
is  dependent on how much other members of our community or social 
circle have succeeded in accumulating.

Again this is not limited to material possessions; intangibles are often 
accumulated just as passionately. This  is true of various forms of 
recognition, such as rewards, accolades and social status. Specialised 
skills are also sought after and prized in our society. Even basic qualities 
like patience can be nurtured until they are plentiful.

How effective is this approach in letting us experience abundance?

An honest examination exposes it as a mixed blessing. On the positive 
side, accumulating material possessions until our basic needs are met 
goes a long way towards enabling us to live our life in a way that is not 
burdened by existential concerns. This might not lead to a feeling of 
abundance, but at least it delivers us from a perpetual reality of scarcity.

We can take this a step further and accumulate material wealth in excess 
to that of our peers. I have found that this can indeed lead to a sense of 
abundance. All I need to do is think of the people who are less materially 
prosperous than me and remind myself of how much more I have than 
they do, or how much superior my possessions are in terms of quality. 
The resultant experience is somewhat hazy as it primarily draws on the 
imagination and visualisation faculties, but it can nevertheless be felt.

Experiencing Abundance

Hrvoje Butkovic



On the other hand, this  approach requires us to protect the possessions 
that we have amassed. If our experience of abundance is derived from 
bountiful possession, then we cannot give it away or risk losing it. We 
invariably protect it, using law as well as brute strength, and insure it for 
good measure.

While protection against loss may be aimed at preserving material 
abundance, it creates an experience that is precisely the opposite. This 
seemingly paradoxical behaviour unravels itself if we examine the 
thoughts that give rise to it. When we say that we cannot afford to lose or 
give away some of our possessions, what we are really saying is that 
what we have is not enough or barely enough to meet our own needs. 
This  is  not a reality of abundance but one of scarcity. As a result, when 
we resort to protecting our abundance, we don’t experience abundance 
but a lack of it.

Even though this  approach is commonly pursued and may have looked 
promising at the start, it turned out to suffer from a severe shortcoming. 
Can it be remedied so that it gives us the desired experience without 
also giving us  its opposite? An examination of an act of giving might 
prove helpful.

Where I live, I frequently come across people for whom getting by is  a 
daily struggle. Lacking education in an economy that is inundated with 
unskilled workers, they have little hope of finding employment and are 
forced to make a living in other ways. Many resort to begging.

A few years ago, I encountered one such person while waiting at a busy 
intersection. She was elderly – a further disadvantage when seeking 
employment. Her skin was wrinkled, her face was dirty, her hair was 
dishevelled and her clothes were old and torn. There was no doubt in my 
mind that she was struggling to get by and that her livelihood was 
entirely dependent on the generosity of others. She approached me as I 
was waiting in the car. There was  hope in her eyes, though I could tell 
that she expected to be dismissed – the treatment that beggars usually 
received.

Seeing the difficulty of her circumstances, I reached for the money that I 
had with me and gave some of it to her. It wasn’t much at all, but I could 
tell from the excited expression on her face and the words of gratitude 
that it meant the world to her. She was holding material abundance in 
her hand. By giving it to her, I got to share in her experience.

It was only later when I analysed the encounter that I grasped its 
significance. By giving her the money, I was effectively making the 
statement that I had so much that I could afford to give some of it away. 
It didn’t matter how rich or poor I was relative to my peers, I was able to 
experience abundance by the simple act of helping to fill the material 
insufficiency that had dominated her experience up until then.

This  experience stood in stark contrast with others, where I had declined 
to do so. This inaction amounted to the statement that I had so little that I 
couldn’t afford to share any of it. Again it didn’t matter how rich or poor I 
was relative to my peers, I experienced poverty by the simple act of 
holding on to my possessions when I could see that their sharing was 
desperately needed.

These two were polar opposites on a continuum of experience that was 
made possible by such circumstances. In addition to experiencing them 
in their extreme form, I also experienced various combinations of 
abundance and scarcity. The latter resulted from acting generously while 
holding on to the thought that I couldn’t really afford to do so.

There was a significant difference between the experience of abundance 
that accompanied an act of giving and the experience of abundance that 
was achieved through contemplation of my possessions. The latter was 
a product of imagination, not unlike picturing what it would be like to put 
a theoretical concept into practice. The former was a visceral sense of its 
practical application. It was more intense; in the encounter with the 
elderly lady, lavishly so.

The insight that I gained was that it is in the giving rather than hoarding 
that we truly experience abundance. However, we cannot give that which 
we do not have. This presents us with a paradox – if we are to give, we 
must also possess, and we aim to possess so that we can give. This 
doesn’t mean that it is  necessary to own material things in order to 
experience abundance; it is sufficient that we fill the gaps that we find by 
whatever means we have at our disposal.

Perhaps the most widespread example of how insufficiency can be filled 
without giving away material possessions is to be found in the domain of 
skills. They can make use of ordinary items to accomplish extraordinary 
feats, or simply endow them with extraordinary value.

A block of stone holds  little appeal until the inessentials  are chipped 
away by a skilled sculptor. Few people give paints, a brush and an empty 



canvas a second glance, yet deftly arrange them into a masterpiece and 
it takes their breath away. Powerful medicine and sophisticated medical 
equipment make little difference to a sick person on their own, but in the 
hands of an expert, they acquire life-saving qualities. As is the case with 
material possessions, it is  not in the mastering of skills but in applying 
them where they are needed that we experience their bounty.

If our goal is to know our abundance intellectually, then accumulating 
material possessions and mastering prized skills  will give us  that. 
However, if our goal is to have a genuine experience of abundance, 
these things become steps in a larger process. The question then 
becomes not what skills we have mastered, but what we can do with 
them; not how much we have come to possess, but how much we can 
afford to give away.   ###

Hrvoje Butkovic is the author of A Glimpse of Another World, which is 
a social commentary in a science fiction setting. For more information, 
please visit http://fluffygroovy.com.
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In this Part you will find that you may freely choose what you think but 
the result of your thought is governed by an immutable law! Is not this a 
wonderful thought? Is it not wonderful to know that our lives are not 
subject to caprice or variability of any kind? That they are governed by 
law. This stability is our opportunity, because by complying with the law 
we can secure the desired effect with invariable precision.

It is the Law which makes the Universe one grand paean of Harmony. If 
it were not for law, the Universe would be a Chaos instead of a Cosmos.

Here, then, is the secret of the origin of both good and evil, this is all the 
good and evil there ever was or ever will be.

Let me illustrate. Thought results in action, if your thought is constructive 
and harmonious, the result will be good; if your thought is destructive or 
inharmonious, the result will be evil.

There is therefore but one law, one principle, on cause, one Source of 
Power, and good and evil are simply words which have been coined to 
indicate the result of our action, or our compliance or non-compliance 

with this law.

The importance of this is well illustrated in the lives of Emerson and 
Carlyle. Emerson loved the good and his life was a symphony of peace 
and harmony, Carlyle hated the bad, and his life was a record of 
perpetual discord and inharmony.

Here we have two grand men, each intent upon achieving the same 
ideal, but one makes use of constructive thought and is therefore in 
harmony with Natural Law, the other makes use of destructive thought 
and therefore brings upon himself discord of every kind and character.

It is evident therefore that we are to hate nothing, not even the "bad," 
because hatred is destructive, and we shall soon find that by entertaining 
destructive thought we are sowing the "wind" and in turn shall reap the 
"whirlwind."

Charles F. Haanel 

Part Eight

The Master Key System

The Master Key System teaches the laws at the very foundation of all attainment and success. Whatever you desire, The Master Key System will 
teach you how to bring it into your life. 

Cultivate Life! magazine is presenting the full twenty-four part course material on a fortnightly basis.  In this way you will have time to work through 
the text and exercises as they were originally designed to be studied by the author, Charles F. Haanel.

Part Eight 



PART EIGHT
1. Thought contains a vital principle, because it is the creative principle of 
the Universe and by its nature will combine with other similar thoughts. 

2. As the one purpose of life is growth, all principles underlying existence 
must contribute to give it effect. Thought, therefore, takes form and the 
law of growth eventually brings it into manifestation.

3. You may freely choose what you think, but the result of your thought is 
governed by an immutable law. Any line of thought persisted in cannot 
fail to produce its result in the character, health and circumstances of the 
individual. Methods whereby we can substitute habits of constructive 
thinking for those which we have found produce only undesirable effects 
are therefore of primary importance.

4. We all know that this is by no means easy. Mental habits are difficult to 
control, but it can be done and the way to do it is  to begin at once to 
substitute constructive thought for destructive thought. Form the habit of 
analyzing every thought. If it is necessary, if its manifestation in the 
objective will be a benefit, not only to yourself, but to all whom it may 
affect in any way, keep it; treasure it; it is of value; it is in tune with the 
Infinite; it will grow and develop and produce fruit an hundred fold. On 
the other hand, it will be well for you to keep this  quotation from George 
Matthews Adams, in mind, "Learn to keep the door shut, keep out of your 
mind, out of your office, and out of your world, every element that seeks 
admittance with no definite helpful end in view."

5. If your thought has been critical or destructive, and has resulted in any 
condition of discord or inharmony in your environment, it may be 
necessary for you to cultivate a mental attitude which will be conducive 
to constructive thought.

6. The imagination will be found to be a great assistance in this direction; 
the cultivation of the imagination leads to the development of the ideal 
out of which your future will emerge.

7. The imagination gathers up the material by which the Mind weaves the 
fabric in which your future is to be clothed. 

8. Imagination is the light by which we can penetrate new worlds of 
thought and experience.

9. Imagination is  the mighty instrument by which every discoverer, every 
inventor, opened the way from precedent to experience. Precedent said, 

"It cannot be done;" experience said, "It is done."

10. Imagination is a plastic power, molding the things of sense into new 
forms and ideals. 

11. Imagination is the constructive form of thought which must precede 
every constructive form of action.

12. A builder cannot build a structure of any kind until he has first 
received the plans from the architect, and the architect must get them 
from his imagination.

13. The Captain of Industry cannot build a giant corporation which may 
coordinate hundreds of smaller corporations and thousands of 
employees, and utilize millions of dollars of capital until he has first 
created the entire work in his imagination. Objects in the material world 
are as clay in the potter's  hand; it is  in the Master Mind that the real 
things are created, and it is by the use of the imagination that the work is 
done. In order to cultivate the imagination it must be exercised. Exercise 
is  necessary to cultivate mental muscle as well as physical muscle. It 
must be supplied with nourishment or it cannot grow. 

14. Do not confuse Imagination with Fancy, or that form of daydreaming 
in which some people like to indulge. Daydreaming is  a form of mental 
dissipation which may lead to mental disaster.

15. Constructive imagination means mental labor, by some considered to 
be the hardest kind of labor, but, if so, it yields the greatest returns, for all 
the great things  in life have come to men and women who had the 
capacity to think, to imagine, and to make their dreams come true.

16. When you have become thoroughly conscious of the fact that Mind is 
the only creative principle, that it is Omnipotent, Omniscient and 
Omnipresent, and that you can consciously come into harmony with this 
Omnipotence through your power of thought, you will have taken a long 
step in the right direction. 

17. The next step is to place yourself in position to receive this power. As 
it is Omnipresent, it must be within you. We know that this is  so because 
we know that all power is from within, but it must be developed, 
unfolded, cultivated; in order to do this  we must be receptive, and this 
receptivity is acquired just as physical strength is gained, by exercise.

18. The law of attraction will certainly and unerringly bring to you the 
conditions, environment, and experiences in life, corresponding with your 



habitual, characteristic, predominant mental attitude. Not what you think 
once in a while when you are in church, or have just read a good book, 
BUT your predominant mental attitude is what counts.

19. You can not entertain weak, harmful, negative thoughts ten hours a 
day and expect to bring about beautiful, strong and harmonious 
conditions by ten minutes of strong, positive, creative thought. 

20. Real power comes from within. All power that anybody can possibly 
use is within man, only waiting to be brought into visibility by his first 
recognizing it, and then affirming it as his, working it into his 
consciousness until he becomes one with it.

21. People say that they desire abundant life, and so they do, but so 
many interpret this to mean that if they will exercise their muscles or 
breathe scientifically, eat certain foods in certain ways, drink so many 
glasses of water every day of just a certain temperature, keep out of 
drafts, they will attain the abundant life they seek. The result of such 
methods is but indifferent. However, when man awakens to the truth, and 
affirms his oneness with all Life, he finds that he takes on the clear eye, 
the elastic step, the vigor of youth; he finds  that he has discovered the 
source of all power.

22. All mistakes  are but the mistakes of ignorance. Knowledge gaining 
and consequent power is  what determines growth and evolution. The 
recognition and demonstration of knowledge is what constitutes power, 
and this  power is spiritual power, and this  spiritual power is  the power 
which lies at the heart of all things; it is the soul of the universe. 

23. This  knowledge is the result of man's ability to think; thought is 
therefore the germ of man's conscious evolution. When man ceases to 
advance in his thoughts and ideals, his  forces immediately begin to 
disintegrate and his countenance gradually registers these changing 
conditions.

24. Successful men make it their business to hold ideals of the 
conditions which they wish to realize. They constantly hold in mind the 
next step necessary to the ideal for which they are striving. Thoughts are 
the materials with which they build, and the imagination is their mental 
workshop. Mind is  the ever-moving force with which they secure the 
persons and circumstance necessary to build their success structure, 
and imagination is the matrix in which all great things are fashioned.

25. If you have been faithful to your ideal, you will hear the call when 
circumstances are ready to materialize your plans and results will 
correspond in the exact ratio of your fidelity to your ideal. The ideal 
steadily held is what pre-determines and attracts the necessary 
conditions for its fulfillment. 

26. It is thus that you may weave a garment of spirit and power into the 
web of your entire existence; it is thus that you may lead a charmed life 
and be forever protected from all harm; it is  thus that you may become a 
positive force whereby conditions of opulence and harmony may be 
attracted to you.

27. This is the leaven which is gradually permeating the general 
consciousness and is largely responsible for the conditions of unrest 
which are everywhere evident.

28. In the last Part you created a mental image, you brought it from the 
invisible into the visible; this week I want you to take an object and follow 
it back to its origination, see of what it really consists. If you do this you 
will develop imagination, insight, perception, and sagacity. These come 
not by the superficial observation of the multitude, but by a keen 
analytical observation which sees below the surface. 

29. It is the few who know that the things which they see are only effects, 
and understand the causes by which these effects were brought into 
existence.

30. Take the same position as  heretofore and visualize a Battleship; see 
the grim monster floating on the surface of the water; there appears to 
be no life anywhere about; all is  silence; you know that by far the largest 
part of the vessel is under water; out of sight; you know that the ship is 
as large and as heavy as a twenty-story skyscraper; you know that there 
are hundreds of men ready to spring to their appointed task instantly; 
you know that every department is in charge of able, trained, skilled 
officials who have proven themselves competent to take charge of this 
marvelous piece of mechanism; you know that although it lies apparently 
oblivious to everything else, it has eyes which see everything for miles 
around, and nothing is  permitted to escape its watchful vision; you know 
that while it appears quiet, submissive and innocent, it is  prepared to hurl 
a steel projectile weighing thousands of pounds  at an enemy many miles 
away; this and much more you can bring to mind with comparatively no 
effort whatever. But how did the battleship come to be where it is; how 



did it come into existence in the first place? All of this you want to know if 
you are a careful observer.

31. Follow the great steel plates through the foundries, see the 
thousands of men employed in their production; go still further back, and 
see the ore as  it comes from the mine, see it loaded on barges or cars, 
see it melted and properly treated; go back still further and see the 
architect and engineers who planned the vessel; let the thought carry 
you back still further in order to determine why they planned the vessel; 
you will see that you are now so far back that the vessel is something 
intangible, it no longer exists, it is  now only a thought existing in the brain 
of the architect; but from where did the order come to plan the vessel? 
Probably from the Secretary of Defense; but probably this vessel was 
planned long before the war was thought of, and that Congress  had to 
pass a bill appropriating the money; possibly there was opposition, and 
speeches for or against the bill. Whom do these Congressmen 
represent? They represent you and me, so that our line of thought 
begins with the Battleship and ends with ourselves, and we find in the 
last analysis that our own thought is  responsible for this  and many other 
things, of which we seldom think, and a little further reflection will 
develop the most important fact of all and that is, if someone had not 
discovered the law by which this  tremendous mass of steel and iron 
could be made to float upon the water, instead of immediately going to 
the bottom, the battleship could not have come into existence at all. 

32. This  law is that, "the specific gravity of any substance is the weight of 
any volume of it, compared with an equal volume of water." The 
discovery of this law revolutionized every kind of ocean travel, commerce 
and warfare, and made the existence of the battleship, aircraft carriers, 
and cruise ships possible.

33. You will find exercises of this  kind invaluable. When the thought has 
been trained to look below the surface everything takes on a different 
appearance, the insignificant becomes significant, the uninteresting 
interesting; the things which we supposed to be of no importance are 
seen to be the only really vital things in existence.

Look To This Day For it is Life, the very Life of Life. In Its brief course lie 
all the Verities and Realities of your existence; The Bliss of Growth; The 
Glory of Action; The Splendor of Beauty; For Yesterday is but a Dream, 
And tomorrow is only a Vision: But Today well lived makes every 
Yesterday a Dream of Happiness, and Every Tomorrow a Vision of Hope. 

Look well, therefore, to This Day! 
—From the Sanskrit

Study Questions with Answers
71. What is the imagination?
A form of constructive thought. The light by which we penetrate new 
worlds of thought and experience. The mighty instrument by which every 
inventor or discoverer opened the way from precedent to experience.
72. What is the result of imagination?
The cultivation of the imagination leads to the development of the ideal 
out of which your future will emerge.
73. How may it be cultivated?
By exercise; it must be supplied with nourishment or it cannot live.
74. How does imagination differ from daydreaming? 

Day dreaming is a form of mental dissipation, while imagination is a form 
of constructive thought which must precede every constructive action.
75. What are mistakes?

The result of ignorance. 
76. What is knowledge?
The result of man's ability to think.

77. What is the power with which successful men build? 
Mind is the very moving force with which they secure the persons and 
circumstances necessary to complete their plans.
78. What pre-determines the result?

The ideal held steadily in mind attracts the necessary conditions for its 
fulfillment.
79. What is the result of a keen analytical observation?

The development of imagination, insight, perception and sagacity.
80. To what do these lead? 
Opulence and harmony.

The Master Key System Part nine will be included in Cultivate Life! 
magazine, issue 023 in two weeks.
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